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Recent breakthrough (as of 2009) 
From incoherent (or heating) of electrons 
                                                           to Coherent drive of them 

TNSA	(Target	Normal	Sheath	Accelera4on)	

CAIL	(Coherent	Accelera4on	of	Ions	by	Laser)	

↓ ↓ 



Experiments in CAIL Regime 

(Henig	et	al,	2009)	

Ultrathin	film	:σ	=	a0		,		where	σ	=	d	n	/λnc	(ξ=σ/a0)	
High	laser	contrast:	not	to	destroy	ultrathin	target	

MAP	+	MBI	

ξ=1	↓ 



comparison of the phase space dynamics 
 

TNSA	

CAIL	

(metallic	boundary)	

CAIL	(with	CP)	



Energy Gain in Laser Ion acceleration: CAIL (Coherent 
Acceleration of Ions by Laser) regime 

•  When electron dynamics by laser drive is sufficiently 
coherent, with coherence parameter α of electrons, the 
ion energy in terms of electron energy is : 

Electron	energy	=		
ponderomo4ve	energy	
	

Ion	energy		

(the	more	coherent	the	electron	mo2on,	the	higher	the	ion	energy)	

α　maximizes	at	ξ	=	1	



Synchrotron oscillations in the bucket 

(a,b,c)Evolu4on	of	phase	space	distribu4on	for	protons,	the	1st,	2nd	
and	3rd	oscilla4on	period	are	8,	8	and	10	T	respec4vely.	(d)Energy	
spectrum	of	protons.	

　　　　　　　Laser	drives	accelera4ng	bucket,		
		　　　　　　more	adiaba4c	trapping	structure	

Monoenergy	spectrum	



Circularly polarized laser driven 

CP	laser	drives	ions	out	of	ultrathin	(nm)	foil	adiaba,cally	
Monoenergy	peak	emerges	

   laser → → 

Ion	popula4on	

Ion	m
om

em
ntum

	

Ponderomo4ve	force	drives	electrons,	
Electrosta4c	force	nearly	cancels	
Slowly	accelera4ng	bucket	formed	

↓ 
Bucket	trapping	ions	

(X.	Yan	et	al:	2009)	

↓↓ 

Vi,tr	

Vi,tr	=	c√(a0m/M)	



Laser -Thin Foil Interaction 

X. Yan, Habs, et al., 2009 



Maximum energies of ions 

Fig.	11.	Maximum	cutoff	energies	of	ions	given	in	MeV/u	as	a	func4on	of	laser	pulse	
dura4on.	The	energy	gain	by	CAIL	experiments	is	embedded	with	red	dots	in	the	
predicted	curves	of	TNSA.	Note	that	in	shorter	pulses,	energies	by	CAIL	are	
more	than	an	order	of	magnitude	higher	than	TNSA.	

Tajima et al. 
(2009) 



Laser-driven	protons	in	the	past	experiments	

Daido	et	al.	(2012)	



Single-Cycled	Laser	Accelera,on		
(SCLA)	
	
						more	coherent	accelera4on	
						under	same	laser	energy:	more		
														energies	propor4onal	to	a0	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Domain	map	of	various	ion						
							accelera,ons	in	a0	and	σ		







Thus	when	it	counts	to	produce	some	
radioac4ve	isotopes,	for	example,	that	are	not	
extremely	short-lived	but	not	too	long-lived	
need	to	be	produced	at	each	needing	hospital	
vicinity.	A	typical	case	may	be	the	genera4on	
of	Cu64,	Cu67	(the	decay	4me	of	a	few	days)	
from	Zn64,	Zn67	through	the	n-p	processes	[Kin,	
2013;	Kawabata,	2015].							
			Accelerated	proton	beams	by	laser	as	
discussed	in	Chap.	V	can	also	play	an	important	
role	to	produce	interes4ng	(p,n)	processes,	
which	can	also	produce	a	host	of	isotopes	of	
medical	use.	These	include	O14	,	Zr89		,	Cu64.		In	
these	(n,p),	(p,n),	(γ,p),	and		(p,	γ)	processes	
the	end	products	are	chemically	dis4nct	from	
the	start	materials	so	that	the	separa4on	of	
the	products	from	the	original	is	easier,	as	
compared	to	such	processes	as	(γ,n)	and	(n,γ),	
etc.		





Bracco	e	al,	2014	



Radioisotopes  
             from intense, brilliant γ beams   

Matched pairs:  diagnostic and therapy isotope 
  frequently one of these isotopes was not available from  

                          reactor or cyclotron 
  44Sc/47Sc;  61Cu or 64Cu/67Cu;  86Y/90Y;  124I/131I 

 
Auger cascades:5–30 Auger electrons, low energy, 1µm range 

  Special bioconjugates transport emitter to DNA 
  no damage during transport or at cell membrane 

 
Chain of α emitters: 

  225Ra/225Ac: 4 large LET α particles at the same place 

(Habs, 2010)	



Bracco	
2014	
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Radia4on	 Chemotherapy	

Homogeneous dose distribution  
The tumor cell kill depends on intrinsic 
radiation sensitivity, DNA repair capacity, 
repopulation, oxygenation status etc.. 
However, the entire tumor can be irradiated 
homogeneously with that dose, which is 
necessary to kill all clonogenic tumor cells, 
even the most resistant ones. 

Inhomogeneous dose distribution 
The tumor cell kill depends on the transport of 
the substance to the clonogenic cells and 
molecular targets, DNA repair capacity, 
repopulation, pO2, pH, MDR, etc.. In 
macroscopic tumors not all the subvolumes of 
the tumor, clonogenic cells and relevant 
molecular targets are reached by those doses 
of the medical substance which are needed 
for cell kill. 

M. Molls/ Japan Apr 09 



Conclusions	
							1.		10s	MeV	proton	accelera,on	by	laser:		eminent	possibility	
(compact,	cheap	laser	method	already	exists)	
							2.		transmuta,ons	by	proton	bema	induced	(p,n)	processes	
relevant	
							3.		transmula,ons	by	gamma-beam	induced	by		(γ,	p)		
							4.	proton-induced	neutrons:		(n,	p)	processes	
							5.	rela,vely	short-lived	radia,ve	isotopes:		good	diagnos,c	
markers;		(under	certain	decays)	good	therapeu,c	killers	
							6.		compa,bility	with	the	vector	drug	and	physiology	
							7.	impact	on	nuclear	medicine	and	nuclear	pharmacology	
							8.		Convergence	between	medicine	and	laser	cri,cal:		ELI-NP	is	
cri,cal	to	incubate	this	
							9.	ELI-NP:	incubates	the	convergence	of	medicine	and	laser;	
launches	the	integra,on	of	science	and	entrepreneurial	value	crea,on	
							10.	ELI-NP’s	immediate	accomplishment	
							11.	Strategy	for	ELI-NP	future	(a	solu,on	for	the	“2019	Problem”)	
	
											


